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Foxash
2023-04-27

with slow quiet intent kate worsley builds a tense atmosphere of looming
horror this book demands to be savoured even as it clamours to be
devoured times a wonderfully atmospheric and deeply unsettling novel
full of images so vivid they seem to leap off the page worsley s fiction
is something to savour sarah waters worn out by poverty lettie radley
and her miner husband tommy grasp at the offer of their very own
smallholding part of a 1030s government scheme to put the unemployed
back to work on the land when she comes down to essex to join him her
new neighbours greet her overbearing and unkempt jean and adam dell are
everything that the smart spirited aspirational lettie can t abide as
lettie settles in she s hopeful that her past and the terrible secret
tommy has come to foxash to escape are far behind them but the dells
have their own secrets and as the seasons change and a man comes
knocking at the gate the scene is set for a terrible reckoning combining
a gothic sensibility with a visceral unsettling sense of place foxash is
a deeply original novel of quiet and powerful menace of the real
hardships of rural life and the myths and folklore that seep into
ordinary lives with surprising consequences

Waters of the World
2021-10-15

the compelling and adventurous stories of seven pioneering scientists
who were at the forefront of what we now call climate science from the
glaciers of the alps to the towering cumulonimbus clouds of the
caribbean and the unexpectedly chaotic flows of the north atlantic
waters of the world is a tour through 150 years of the history of a
significant but underappreciated idea that the earth has a global
climate system made up of interconnected parts constantly changing on
all scales of both time and space a prerequisite for the discovery of
global warming and climate change this idea was forged by scientists
studying water in its myriad forms this is their story linking the
history of the planet with the lives of those who studied it sarah dry
follows the remarkable scientists who summited volcanic peaks to peer
through an atmosphere s worth of water vapor cored mile thick ice sheets
to uncover the earth s ancient climate history and flew inside storm
clouds to understand how small changes in energy can produce both
massive storms and the general circulation of the earth s atmosphere
each toiled on his or her own corner of the planetary puzzle gradually
their cumulative discoveries coalesced into a unified working theory of
our planet s climate we now call this field climate science and in
recent years it has provoked great passions anxieties and warnings but
no less than the object of its study the science of water and climate is
and always has been evolving by revealing the complexity of this history
waters of the world delivers a better understanding of our planet s
climate at a time when we need it the most

Waters of the World: the Story of the Scientists
Who Unravelled the Mysteries of Our Seas,
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Glaciers, and Atmosphere - and Made the Planet
Whole
2019-11-05

a book of the year for nature the chicago review of books and booklist
how did we come to have a global climate what role do the complex
interactions of ice ocean and atmosphere play in sustaining life on
planet earth and who are the scientists who figured all these intricate
processes out waters of the worldis a tour through 150 years of the
history of a significant but underappreciated idea that the earth has a
global climate system made up of interconnected parts constantly
changing on all scales of both time and space a prerequisite for the
discovery of global warming and climate change this idea was forged by
scientists studying water in its myriad forms this is their story
linking the history of the planet with the lives of those who studied it
sarah dry follows the remarkable scientists who ascended volcanic peaks
to peer through an atmosphere s worth of water vapour cored mile thick
ice sheets to uncover the earth s ancient climate history and flew
inside storm clouds to understand how small changes in energy can
produce both massive storms and the general circulation of the earth s
atmosphere each toiled on his or her own corner of the planetary puzzle
gradually their cumulative discoveries coalesced into a unified working
theory of our planet s climate we now call this field climate science
and in recent years it has provoked great passions anxieties and
warnings but no less than the object of its study the science of water
and climate is and always has been evolving by revealing the complexity
of this history waters of the worlddelivers a better understanding of
our planet s climate at a time when we need it the most

The Paying Guests
2014-09-16

the new york times bestselling novel that has been called a tour de
force wall street journal unputdownable the washington post a delicious
hothouse of a novel usa today effortless the economist seductive vanity
fair and pitch perfect salon superb bewitching forget about fifty shades
of grey this novel is one of the most sensual you will ever read and all
without sacrificing either good taste or a g rating npr one of the year
s most engrossing and suspenseful novels a love affair a shocking murder
and a flawless ending will keep you sleepless for three nights straight
and leave you grasping for another book that can sustain that high
entertainment weekly a rating volcanically sexy sizzingly smart plenty
bloody and just plain irresistible usa today 4 stars it is 1922 and
london is tense ex servicemen are disillusioned the out of work and the
hungry are demanding change and in south london in a genteel camberwell
villa a large silent house now bereft of brothers husband and even
servants life is about to be transformed as impoverished widow mrs wray
and her spinster daughter frances are obliged to take in lodgers with
the arrival of lilian and leonard barber a modern young couple of the
clerk class the routines of the house will be shaken up in unexpected
ways little do the wrays know just how profoundly their new tenants will
alter the course of frances s life or as passions mount and frustration
gathers how far reaching and how devastating the disturbances will be
short listed for the man booker prize three times sarah waters has
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earned a reputation as one of our greatest writers of historical fiction
and here she has delivered again a love story a tension filled crime
story and a beautifully atmospheric portrait of a fascinating time and
place the paying guests is sarah waters s finest achievement yet

半身
2003-05-23

サマセット モーム賞受賞作 魔物のように妖しい魅力に富む 絶品のミステリ 門をいくつも抜け 曲がりくねった小径をたどった奥にある石の迷宮 ミルバ
ンク監獄 1874年の秋 テムズ河畔にそびえるこの牢獄を慰問のために訪れたわたしは 不思議な女囚と出逢った 19歳のその娘シライナは 監獄じゅう
の静けさをかき集めたよりも深い静寂をまとっていた なぜこんな人が こんなところに すると 看守から聞かされた あの女は霊媒なの 戸惑うわたしの前
に やがて 秘めやかに謎が零れ落ちてくる 魔術的な筆さばきの物語が終局に至って突きつける 青天の霹靂のごとき結末

Sarah Waters
2013-09-12

leading scholars explore the work of sarah waters from a full range of
critical perspectives includes a new interview with the author

The Animals at Lockwood Manor
2020

a debut novel for fans of sarah perry and kate morton when a young woman
is tasked with safeguarding a natural history collection as it is
spirited out of london during world war ii she discovers her new manor
home is a place of secrets and terror instead of protection in august
1939 thirty year old hetty cartwright arrives at lockwood manor to
oversee a natural history museum collection whose contents have been
taken out of london for safekeeping she is unprepared for the scale of
protecting her charges from party guests wild animals the elements the
tyrannical major lockwood and luftwaffe bombs most of all she is
unprepared for the beautiful and haunted lucy lockwood for lucy who has
spent much of her life cloistered at lockwood suffering from bad nerves
the arrival of the museum brings with it new freedoms but it also
resurfaces memories of her late mother and nightmares in which lucy
roams lockwood hunting for something she has lost when the animals
appear to move of their own accord and exhibits go missing they begin to
wonder what exactly it is that they might need protection from and as
the disasters mount up it is not only hetty s future employment that is
in danger but her own sanity too there s something or someone in the
house someone stalking her through its darkened corridors

The Spring of Kasper Meier
2014-07-03

fergusson has already won two awards for this gripping and atmospheric
debut a thriller set amid the rubble of a defeated berlin in 1945
original and highly accomplished sunday times shortlisted for the sunday
times young writer of the year award 2015 berlin 1946 everything is in
short supply including the truth the war is over but berlin is a
desolate sea of rubble there is a shortage of everything food clothing
tobacco the local population is scrabbling to get by kasper meier is one
of these germans and his solution is to trade on the black market to
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feed himself and his elderly father he can find anything that people
need for the right price when a young woman eva arrives at kasper s door
seeking the whereabouts of a british pilot he feels a reluctant sympathy
for her but won t interfere in military affairs but eva knows kasper has
secrets and she ll use them to get what she wants as a net of deceit
lies and betrayal falls around him kasper begins to understand that the
seemingly random killings of members of the occupying forces are
connected to his own situation he must work out who is behind eva s
demands and why a gripping literary thriller that will captivate fans of
joseph kanon and hans fallada readers are saying a remarkable dark deep
and disturbing novel brilliantly realised both in the evocation of
berlin and in the story line both poignant and thrilling what an amazing
book i was engrossed a terrific novel thoughtful powerful writing
serving an original and compelling plot utterly enthralling

The Secret Keeper
2012-11-01

in a bucolic english summer at the end of the 1960s a young girl
witnesses a shocking crime fifty years later she sets out to find out
the truth uncovering layers of mystery and deception moving from london
during the blitz to the present day this is classic kate morton a
compulsively readable entrancing mystery with a long held secret to be
uncovered at its heart

The Distant Hours
2011

a long lost letter arriving at its destination fifty years after it was
sent lures edie burchill to crumbling milderhurst castle home of the
three elderly blythe sisters where edie s mother was sent to stay as a
teenager during world war ii

The Drowning Sea
2022-06-21

the bucolic setting emphasis on family and leisurely pace make for a
nice end run around traditional police procedurals the new york times
book review in the drowning sea sarah stewart taylor returns to the
critically acclaimed world of maggie d arcy with another atmospheric
mystery so vivid readers will smell the salt in the air and hear the
wind on the cliffs for the first time in her adult life former long
island homicide detective maggie d arcy is unemployed no cases to focus
on no leads to investigate just a whole summer on a remote west cork
peninsula with her teenage daughter lilly and her boyfriend conor and
his son the plan is to prepare lilly for a move to ireland but their
calm vacation takes a dangerous turn when human remains wash up below
the steep cliffs of ross head when construction worker lukas adamik
disappeared months ago everyone assumed he had gone home to poland now
that his body has been found the guards including maggie s friends roly
byrne and katya grzeskiewicz seem to think he threw himself from the
cliffs but as maggie gets to know the residents of the nearby village
and learns about the history of the peninsula and its abandoned anglo
irish manor house once home to a famous irish painter who died under
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mysterious circumstances she starts to think there s something else
going on something deadly and when lilly starts dating one of the dead
man s friends maggie grows worried about her daughter being so close to
another investigation and about what the investigation will uncover old
secrets hidden relationships crime and village politics are woven
throughout this small seaside community and as the summer progresses
maggie is pulled deeper into the web of lies further from those she
loves and closer to the truth

Kaapse bibliotekaris
2004

issues for nov 1957 include section accessions aanwinste sept 1957

Trauma in Contemporary Literature
2014-03-26

trauma in contemporary literature analyzes contemporary narrative texts
in english in the light of trauma theory including essays by scholars of
different countries who approach trauma from a variety of perspectives
the book analyzes and applies the most relevant concepts and themes
discussed in trauma theory such as the relationship between individual
and collective trauma historical trauma absence vs loss the roles of
perpetrator and victim dissociation nachträglichkeit transgenerational
trauma the process of acting out and working through introjection and
incorporation mourning and melancholia the phantom and the crypt
postmemory and multidirectional memory shame and the affects and the
power of resilience to overcome trauma significantly the essays not only
focus on the phenomenon of trauma and its diverse manifestations but
above all consider the elements that challenge the aporias of trauma the
traps of stasis and repetition in order to reach beyond the confines of
the traumatic condition and explore the possibilities of survival
healing and recovery

Before the Ruins
2021-01-12

named a best new book of 2021 so far by real simple named a most
anticipated book of 2021 by lit hub and bustle a gripping multilayered
debut in the tradition of tana french and donna tartt about four friends
an empty manor and a night that will follow them for the rest of their
lives it s the summer of 1996 and school s out forever for andy her
boyfriend marcus her best friend peter and em when andy s alcoholic
mother predicts the apocalypse the four teenagers decide to see out the
end of the world at a deserted manor house the site of a historic
unsolved mystery there they meet david charming and unreliable he seems
to have appeared out of nowhere david presents an irresistible lure for
both andy and peter and complicates the dynamics of their lifelong
friendship when the group learns that a diamond necklace stolen fifty
years ago might still be somewhere on the manor grounds the game half
treasure hunt half friendly deception begins but the game becomes much
bigger than the necklace growing to encompass years of secrets lies and
ultimately one terrible betrayal meticulously plotted and gorgeously
written before the ruins is a page turner of the highest order about the
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sealed off places in our pasts and the parts of ourselves waiting to be
retrieved from them

The Other Hoffmann Sister
2017-05-04

shortlisted for the sunday times young writer of the year 2015 ben
fergusson s critically acclaimed debut the spring of kasper meier was
the winner of the betty trask prize 2015 and the hwa 2015 debut crown
award the other hoffmann sister is a gripping evocative read about two
sisters set in pre ww1 germany which will appeal to fans of the essex
serpent by sarah perry for ingrid hoffmann the story of her sister s
disappearance began in their first weeks in southwest africa ingrid
hoffmann has always felt responsible for her sister margarete and when
their family moves to german southwest africa in 1902 her anxieties only
increase the casual racism that pervades the german community the
strange relationship between her parents and baron von ketz from whom
they bought their land and the tension with the local tribes all
culminate in tragedy when baron von ketz is savagely murdered baroness
von ketz and their son emil flee with the hoffmanns as the baron s
attackers burn down the family s farm both families return to berlin and
ingrid s concerns about margarete are assuaged when she and emil von
ketz become engaged on the eve of the first world war but margarete
disappears on her wedding night at the von ketz s country house the
mystery of what happened to her sister haunts ingrid but as europe
descends into chaos her hope of discovering the truth becomes ever more
distant after the war in the midst of the revolution that brings down
the kaiser and wipes out the aristocracy that her family married into
ingrid returns to the von ketzes crumbling estate determined to find out
what really happened to her sister

Advances in marine heatwave interactions
2023-04-26

水は地球上のいたるところにあり 極めて重要であるにもかかわらず 未だに驚くほど多くの科学的な謎が残っている 水とはいったい何なのか 本書はこの最
も基本的でどこにでもある物質の不思議な特徴について わかっていることといないことを具体的に説明してくれる

H2O
2000-07-05

実験は信頼できるのか 名著 待望の邦訳 空気ポンプで真空実験を繰り返したボイルと 実験という営みに疑いをもったホッブズ 二人の論争を手がかりに
内戦から王政復古期にかけての政治的 社会的文脈の中で 実験科学の形成を捉え直す

Review
2008

this volume contains descriptions of 1 245 books in nine fiction genres
including author or editor s name publication information story type
major characters setting plot summary and more
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Oceanic Abstracts with Indexes
1980

リヴァイアサンと空気ポンプ
2016-06-10

The 2002/2003 ICES Annual Ocean Climate Status
Summary
2003

Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association
1983

Unraveling Mechanisms Underlying Annual Plankton
Blooms in the North Atlantic and Their
Implications for Biogenic Aerosol Properties and
Cloud Formation
2021-11-23

Northeastern Geology
1982

Cornell's Grammar-school Geography
1878

Bereshit-Chayey Sarah (p. 1-384)
1998

The Annual ICES Ocean Climate Status Summary,
2003/2004
2004

ICES Report on Ocean Climate 2005
2006
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Annual Report
1985

Government Research Directory
2006

Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts
1996

The Environment, a Revolution in Attitudes
1996

What Do I Read Next? Volume 2 2003
2004

Eighth International Conference on Mercury as a
Global Pollutant, Madison, Wisconsin, August
6-11, 2006
2006

Dod's Parliamentary Companion
2004

A Bibliography of Astronomy, 1970-1979
1982

Ecological Society of America ... Annual Meeting
Abstracts
2005

Love and Fate Ride the Griffon II
1979
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2006
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1995
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